This paper describes new approaches to generalized predictive control formulated in the delta (6) domain. A new &domain version of the continuous-time emulator-based predictor is presented. It produces the optimal estimate in the deterministic case whenever the predictor order is chosen greater than or equal to the number of future predicted samples, however a "good'' estimate is usually obtained in a much longer range of samples. This is particularly advantageous at fast sampling rates where a "conventional" predictor is bound to become very computationally demanding. Two controllers are considered: one having a well-defined limit as the sampling period tends to zero, the other being a close approximation to the conventional discrete-time GPC. Both algorithms are discrete in nature and well-suited for adaptive control. The fact, that &domain model are used does not introduce an approximation since such a model could be obtained by an exact sampling of a continuous-time model.
Introduction
In recent years it has become widely accepted, that the shift operator is not well suited to describe sampled systems at fast sampling rates. It has been suggested to use the so-called delta-operator [l] 6 = -or q = l + T 6 T where T is the sampling period and q is the forward shiftoperator. Using system models parameterized by the 6-operator gives a closer relationship between the sampled system and the underlying continuous-time system at fast sampling rates. This is due to the fact, that for a signal
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In accordance with this relationship we will call h ( t ) the n'th order &derivative of z(t). The fact, that &domain descriptions converge to their corresponding continuous-time descriptions as T + 0 makes it possible to utilize physical a priori knowledge. Also non-minimum phase problems introduced by the sampling process can be handled more easily than in the q-domain. An important advantage in adaptive control systems is, that better numerical and convergence properties of least squares parameter estimators are obtained when formulated in the &domain, see [2] .
In order to make use of the above mentioned advantages in adaptive control systems we need to formulate control algorithms based on &domain models. Examples of such control algorithms are given in e.g. [I, 3, 41. In this paper &domain versions of generalized predictive control will be considered. Some of the work has been presented in [5] .
The &operator offers the same flexibility (and restrictions) in modeling as the q-operator which makes it possible to transform any q-domain control algorithm to the &domain. A directly transformed version of the basic GPC algorithm, see [6] , has been presented in [3] for systems on &domain ARMAX form. The calculations involve a reformulation of optimal output predictions from a q-domain formulation to a &domain equivalent. This is obtained by means of the two Diophantine equations These Diophantine equations can be solved in a recursive manner, see e.g. [4] . However, they become singular when T + 0. This is impossible to avoid when considering optimal (MV) prediction because this is inherently connected to the shift-operator, i.e. the output i s predicted a number of samples ahead rather than at absolute time instants independent from the sampling period.
In this paper a new discrete-time predictor which overcomes this problem is presented. The predictor i s based on ideas from the continuous-time emulator-based predictor presented in [7] It is shown to have a certain optimality property in the deterministic case.
The algorithms presented here avoid the problems of constructing continuous-time estimators and implementing continuous-time control algorithms. The control algorithms are based on discrete-time &domain models possibly obtained using a discrete-time identification algorithm and are in a sense exact-they are not derived as simple approximations of continuous-time algorithms. The 6-domain models are also exact in the sense, that they should not be thought of as approximations of continuous-time models and are fully equivalent to q-domain models. The reason for spelling out these observations is that many people may think of the &operator as simply a tool for implementation of continuous-time algorithms. However, as based predictor makes it possible to construct algorithms that approximate both continuous-time algorithms with a well-defined limit as T + 0 and discrete-time algorithms which unavoidably become unrealizable when T + 0.
will be shown, the nature of the new &domain emulator-
Emulator-based prediction in the &domain
As mentioned optimal prediction is inherently connected to the shift-operator and is therefore not feasible at fast sampling rates. To obtain a predictor which behaves well when T -+ 0 we will start out by looking at the continuoustime emulator based predictor presented in [7] . In continuous time we can approximate a function y ( t ) in the neighborhood o f t by the Taylor-series expansion or in a matrix notation The implication of the theorem is as follows. Application to (14) gives after a few simple manipulations
i.e. if perfect knowledge of the &derivatives of y ( t ) is available (the deterministic case), then the predictor is exact at sampling instants when the predictor order is greater than or equal to the desired number of future predicted samples. Hence, in this case no information is wasted. However, the predictor can still be used to predict inter-sample behavior and to extrapolate by predicting more than Ny samples ahead which will be exemplified later.
The &derivatives in (14) are unknown at time t (the 6-operator is anti-causal) and must therefore be estimated. This is achieved by a To reduce the dimension of G we impose the following 
we can finally write the emulator based predictor as
Control design
Two Merent criterion functions are considered
The two resulting controllers will be referred to as the DCGPC (Delta-domain approximation of CGPC) and the DQGPC (Delta-domain approximation of q-domain GPC), respectively. Both criteria are subject to the constraint Using (36) and by writing the future reference and control signals as Taylor-series expansions similar to (14) 
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Minimization of the unified quadratic criterion results in the optimal control vector
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Note, that in the case Nu = 0 the matrix to be inverted is a scalar, which is highly attractive from a computational point of view. The controller is implemented following a receding horizon strategy and hence only the first element of U need to be calculated: is necessary. While this information may be accessible in some applications, e.g. robotics, it may in other applications be necessary to make some assumptions on the future reference. A common assumption is constant future reference which can be obtained by choosing for various sampling periods.
presented in [7] . The &derivatives are estimated in a way that closely resembles emulation of time-derivatives. The new predictor was in the deterministic case shown to be exact at sampling instants if the predictor order is chosen higher than or equal to the number of future predicted samples. In addition it has an ability to extrapolate which may give computational savings, as shown in the simulation examples. Also two new control algorithms have been presented although treated in a unified manner. Simulations indicate, that the DCGPC algorithm closely approximates it's continuous-time equivalent almost independently from the sampling period. firthermore, the DQGPC algorithm has been shown to be closely related to usual q-domain GPC's based on optimal prediction. The DQGPC algorithm potentially offers large computational savings if the maximum cost horizon N2 is large at the cost of very small deviations from the optimal solution.
